


State of New Mexico Standards for Interstate 
and Intrastate Surface Waters

A. Bottom Deposits and Suspended or Settleable Solids:
(1) Surface waters of the state shall be free of water contaminants including 
fine sediment particles (less than two millimeters in diameter), precipitates or 
organic or inorganic solids from other than natural causes that have  settled to 
form layers on or fill the interstices of the natural or dominant substrate in 
quantities that damage or impair the normal growth, function, or reproduction of 
aquatic life or significantly alter the physical or chemical properties of the 
bottom.







In this step, the effects of excessive sedimentation/siltation on aquatic life are described, as well 
as the challenges of determining specific numeric thresholds because sedimentation can have 
both natural and anthropogenic components. 



In this step, datasets are considered, selected, and collated in order to generate one 
comprehensive dataset of site characteristic, biological, and associated sediment habitat data 
sufficient for statistical analyses. 







In this step, reference sites are determined.  This step provides information on the expected, 
reference, or best available condition, and allows for comparison to other sites. 





In this step, potential classes are explored in order to group similar sites into categories or site 
classes for benchmark development.  This enables reference conditions to be defined for each 
site class so it is not necessary to identify individual reference sites for each study site in order 
to determine impairment. 
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In this step, bedded sediment indicators at reference sites are analyzed to determine potential 
threshold levels for sedimentation/siltation impairment determination.







In this step, the biological responses to sediment conditions are explored using several 
statistical techniques.  Three analytical techniques were use -- reference distributions, quantile 
regression, and change-point analysis.
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In this step, potential sedimentation/siltation benchmarks are recommended for each site class 
based on the results of step 6
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Sampling Surface and Subsurface Particle-size Distributions in 
Wadable Gravel-and-Cobble-Bed Streams for Analysis in Sediment Transport, 
Hydraulics, and Streambed Monitoring. 



Procedures for Assessing Use Attainment for the State of New Mexico Integrated Clean 
Water Act §303(d) List and §305(b) Water Quality Monitoring and Assessment Report

Rapid Bioassessment Protocols for Use in Streams 
and Rivers.


